We study the problem of computing evolutionary orderings of families of sets, as introduced by Little and Campbell [1] . Definition 1. Let S be a family of subsets of some universe U . We say that S is evolutionary if there exists an ordering of its sets S = {S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S m } such that:
• Each set brings a new element, i.e. S i i−1 j=1 S j
• Each set, except the first one, has an old element, i.e. S i ∩ i−1 j=1 S j = ∅ The associated algorithmic problem is the following: Evolutionary Ordering Input: A family of subsets S of some universe U . Question: Is S evolutionary?
We determine the computational complexity of this problem.
Theorem 1. Evolutionary Ordering is NP-hard.
By a reduction from 3-SAT. Consider a formula Φ with n variables and m clauses. Assume that each clause appears twice (i.e., Φ can be written Φ = Φ ′ ∧ Φ ′ ). This is not restrictive, 3-SAT is clearly hard even when restricted to this class of formulas. For ease of presentation, assume that each literal occurs exactly k times, and each clause has exactly 3 literals. Note that 2kn = 3m.
The universe on which the sets are constructed contains the following 6n + 5m elements:
• 2n assignment elements, denoted x i andx i for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n
• 2n + 1 trigger elements, denoted t i andt i for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n and τ
We now create the following sets:
• Two triggering sets:
• For each 1 ≤ i ≤ n, define two variable sets and a verification set : 
We prove that this collection of sets has an evolutionary ordering if, and only if, Φ is satisfiable. If. Given a truth assignment, we simply give an ordering of the sets by adding them one by one.
• Start with the triggering sets T and T ′ . No condition need to be satisfied for T = {τ }, and, in T ′ , τ is old and t 1 is new.
•
• For each clause c j , add set C j followed by C ′ j . Since the clause is satisfied, some literal ℓ h i (orl h i ) must be assigned true, so the corresponding element in L i (orL i ) is old for set C j . Element c j is new for set C j , and then old for set C ′ j . Element c ′ j is new for set C ′ j .
• For each variable x i , add the verification set V i . Element c 1 is old. If x i is assigned true (resp. false), then elementx i (resp. x i ) is new.
• For each variable x i , addL i if x i is assigned true, L i otherwise. For each one, t i (ort i ) is old, and
Overall, we have an ordering of the sets where each one has an old and a new element: the set is evolutionary.
Only if. Assume that our family of sets is evolutionary and consider such an ordering. Note that T = {τ } must be the very first set of this ordering (since otherwise iot cannot contain both old and new elements). This means that all other sets have an old and a new element. Write A for the family of the sets L i andL i that appear before their corresponding verification sets V i . We make the following observations.
First, for each clause c j and each variable x i , set C It remains to show that the assignment satisfies formula Φ. Consider each clause c j . First, C j appears before C ′ j . Indeed, the only sets intersecting C ′ j are C j and each V i . Remember that V i s appear after C ′ j , so the old element in C ′ j must be from C j , and C ′ j appears after C j . It follows that the old element of C j cannot be c j , hence it is a literal element ℓ h i orl h i . So the corresponding variable set L i orL i must be before C j , hence before C ′ j and V i . Overall, for each clause, one of L i orL i corresponding to a literal of the clause is in A, and the literal is satisfied by our assignment. So the whole formula Φ is satisfiable.
